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Acute forces required for fatal
compression asphyxia: A biomechanical
model and historical comparisons

Mark W Kroll1, G Keith Still2, Tom S Neuman3,
Michael A Graham4 and Lanny V Griffin5

Abstract

Background: Fatalities from acute compression have been reported with soft-drink vending machine tipping, motor

vehicle accidents, and trench cave-ins. A major mechanism of such deaths is flail chest but the amount of force required is

unclear. Between the range of a safe static chest compression force of 1000 N (102 kg with earth gravity) and a lethal

dynamic force of 10–20 kN (falling 450 kg vending machines), there are limited quantitative human data on the force

required to cause flail chest, which is a major correlate of acute fatal compression asphyxia.

Methods: We modeled flail chest as bilateral fractures of six adjacent ribs. The static and dynamic forces required to

cause such a ribcage failure were estimated using a biomechanical model of the thorax. The results were then compared

with published historical records of judicial ‘‘pressing,’’ vending machine fatalities, and automobile safety cadaver testing.

Results and conclusion: The modeling results suggest that an adult male requires 2550� 250 N of chest-applied

distributed static force (260� 26 kg with earth gravity) or 4050� 320 N of dynamic force to cause flail chest from short-

term chest compression.
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Introduction

There has been some controversy regarding the role of
compression asphyxia in arrest-related death.1–4 It is
incontrovertible that compression asphyxia is a well-
documented cause of death in many circumstances.5–
11 Flail chest caused by compression prevents effective
breathing and can cause death even after the compres-
sion is removed.12

A major mechanism of compression deaths is the
generation of flail chest. Vega and Adams reported
that 11/14 chest compression asphyxia deaths had
rib fractures, and they suggested the use of rib frac-
tures as a marker for such a death.13 The goal of our
study was to quantify the forces required for the gen-
eration of flail chest to assist in the understanding of
compression asphyxia; we appreciate that there are
other mechanisms that can be involved in compres-
sion asphyxia deaths.

Flail chest is a clinical phenomenon that typically is
caused by 5–8 broken ribs.14 For biomechanical mod-
eling purposes we defined a flail chest injury as requir-
ing three adjacent bilateral rib fractures for a total of
six broken ribs.

As a lower safe limit, previous research has found
no evidence of rib fractures or clinically significant

ventilation effects in prone individuals with a static
force up to 1000N (102 kg with earth gravity) on
the back.15

Numerous deaths from falling soda vending
machines have been reported.16–18 A fully loaded
machine typically weighs 450 kg, with most of the
mass in the top, and impacts the ground with a vel-
ocity of �2.5m/s and an energy of �2 kJ.16 The force
imparted to a supine person is 10–20 kN based on a
deceleration distance of 10–20 cm.

Between these outer limits of a non-lethal static
force of 1000N (102 kg) and a potentially lethal
dynamic force of 10–20 kN, there are minimal quan-
titative human data in the indexed medical literature
on flail chest and compression injuries. Existing mod-
eling and cadaver chest-injury research has been
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concentrated on high-velocity impacts seen in auto-
mobile crashes.19–21 This is of minimal assistance for
predicting the risk of flail chest injury in most forensic
cases.

Most of the published fatal chest compression
cases involve the mass of a car or tractor (typic-
ally> 1000 kg) compressing the torso, and hence
they set a high upper bound on the mass required
for ribcage failure.22,23 Historical quantitative records
exist of judicial ‘‘pressing’’ or the application of chest
mass for interrogation or execution that is useful for
model validation.24 Cadaver car-safety tests of steer-
ing-wheel impacts also provide some useful chest
compression data.25 We considered all of these data
to refine and validate our model.

The objective of our study is to define the force
required to compress the chest sufficiently to cause
fractures sufficient to result in flail chest.

Modeling methods

One author (LVG) developed a biomechanical model
to predict the static and dynamic forces required for
flail chest. The criterion used was bilateral fractures in
ribs #3–5. Due to the bilateral symmetry of the model
this, by necessity, was equivalent to having bilateral
fractures in the same ribs, hence giving a total of six

rib fractures. With this symmetry requirement, our
model is slightly more conservative yet slightly more
liberal than the American Institute of Surgery defin-
ition, which requires only three rib fractures but in
two arbitrary locations.26

The thoracic region was modeled by assuming that
the rib cage was a series of rings with the sternum
bridging each rib (Figure 1). Each rib was assumed
to be circular in form with uniform mechanical prop-
erties and cross-sectional area. The geometric data for
the ribs are provided in Table 1.

The load was assumed to be transferred into the
ribs by deforming the sternum, and thus the deflection
of the ribs depended on the respective deformation of
the sternum with respect to the point of load applica-
tion. For the sake of modeling, the sternum was rep-
resented as a uniform cross-section beam that rests on
an elastic foundation with a distributed load, while
acting on the sternum. As such, the deflection can
be calculated using:

y ¼ yAF1 þ
�A
2�

F2 �
W

4El�3
F�5 ð1Þ

The terms yA, �A, F1, F2, and Fa5 are functions of
position along the beam, b is a function of the foun-
dation properties (in this case the ribs), E and I are the

Figure 1. A simplified model of the thoracic region with an applied load.

Table 1. Geometric and material properties for the ribs.

Rib 1 Rib 2 Rib 3 Rib 4 Rib 5 Rib 6 Rib 7 Rib 8 Rib 9 Rib 10

A, mm2 56.7 63.6 78.5 78.5 78.5 78.5 78.5 78.5 78.5 78.5

R, mm 90.0 100.0 120.0 120.0 125.0 125.0 125.0 125.0 125.0 120.0

do, mm 8.5 9.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0

e, mm 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

Ed, GPa 3646 3646 3646 3646 3646 3646 3646 3646 3646 3646

Es, GPa 2.3� 0.6 2.3� 0.6 2.3� 0.6 2.3� 0.6 2.3� 0.6 2.3� 0.6 2.3� 0.6 2.3� 0.6 2.3� 0.6 2.3� 0.6

kd, N/mm 8.2� 2.0 7.5� 1.9 6.7� 1.7 6.7� 1.7 5.9� 1.4 5.9� 1.4 5.9� 1.4 5.9� 1.4 5.9� 1.4 6.7� 1.7

ks, N/mm 5.4� 1.4 5.0� 1.3 4.4� 1.1 4.4� 1.1 3.9� 1.0 3.9� 1.0 3.9� 1.0 3.9� 1.0 3.9� 1.0 4.4� 1.1

Note: The subscripts d and s correspond to dynamic (impact) or static loading



elastic modulus and cross-sectional moment of inertia
of the sternum, and W is the distributed load.27 The
length of the chest was 180mm, with a 150mm dis-
tributed load placed 15mm from the manubrium.28

Since the stiffness of the ribs varies somewhat from
superior to inferior, the stiffness of the ribs was
averaged.

The mechanical properties of the ribs were
assumed to be uniform. A simple rule of mixtures
was used to determine composite mechanical proper-
ties of the ribs and sternum by an isostrain rule of
mixtures.

Eeff ¼ ECVC þ ETVT ð2Þ

Here, E is the elastic modulus, and the subscripts:
eff, C, and T refer to effective, cortical bone, and tra-
becular bone, respectively, and V refers to the volume
fraction of bone.

The elastic moduli for the bone was estimated
using the rate sensitive estimations of Carter and
Hayes.29

E ¼ 3790 _"0:06�3 ð3Þ

Here, _" is the strain rate and r is the apparent
density. The density was set so that the cortical
bone elastic modulus was 16.0� 2.0GPa and the tra-
becular bone modulus was 1.0� 0.25GPa from
Equation 3. The densities determined by Equation 3
were then used in Equation 2 to determine the volume
fraction of cortical bone which would be consistent
with the data reported by Yoganandan and Pintar30

for the average mechanical and geometric properties
for bending loads of ribs. The elastic modulus they
reported was 2328� 564MPa. To account for this
variation in the mechanical properties, we ran the
analysis at the mean and both an upper bound of
rib elastic modulus at 2900MPa (meanþ 1 standard
deviation) and a lower bound at 1760MPa (mean – 1
stdev).

The stiffness of the ribs, k, was determined by cal-
culating the ratio of the vertical displacement, d, to
the force, F, for a ring subjected to a point load.

k ¼
F

�
¼

EeffI

0:15R3
ð4Þ

Here, I is the cross-sectional moment of inertia for
the rib, Eeff was calculated using Equations 2 and 3,
and R is the radius of the ribcage. The strength of the
bone is also related to the apparent density and strain
rate as reported by Carter and Hayes:29

� ¼ 68 _"0:06�2 ð5Þ

Equation 5 was used to determine the strength of
the cortical bone tissue of the ribs and sternum to
estimate when failure would occur. This was done

for upper, typical, and lower bounds on properties.
The stress in the sternum was calculated using the
beam bending equation:

� ¼
Mc

I
ð6Þ

whereM is the applied moment, c is the half-thickness
of the beam, and I is the cross-sectional moment of
inertia. For the sternum, the moment was calculated
using:

M ¼ �yA2EI�
2F3 � �AEI�F4 �

w

2�
F�2 ð7Þ

The rib stress was also determined using:

� ¼
�w

2A

1þ R do
2 � e
� �

e R� do
2

� �
" #

ð8Þ

In Equation 8, W is the applied force, R is the
radius of the ribcage, e is the eccentricity of the neu-
tral axis, do is the outer diameter of the rib, and A is
the cross-sectional area of the rib. As stated, we
assumed the ribcage was cylindrical and that the
ribs were circular in cross-section.

The maximum load that could be carried was
determined by setting the force using either
Equation 7 for the sternum or Equation 8 for the
ribs that would equal the cortical bone strength cal-
culated using Equation 5. We used two different strain
rates to simulate either static loading, _"¼ 0.001 s-1 (a
rate slightly less than mechanical testing standards for
materials), or dynamic (non-impact) loading, _"¼ 2 s-1

(which would correspond to 10% strain over a 50ms
duration, which is typical of low-velocity motor vehi-
cle accidents and comparable with falling soda
machines).

Results

The loads in the ribs were greater than in the sternum,
and so these governed the failure loads. Thus, our
model accounts for weight applied to the front or
the back of the chest. Our modeling produced
values of force denominated in units of newtons. In
the static case, a load of 2550� 250N was sufficient to
cause fractures of the #3–#5 ribs on both sides of the
sternum (a total of six fractures). Note that the stress
distribution and displacement are shown in Figure 2
and both are plotted with respect to position on the
sternum, considering the manubrium as the origin.
The maximum displacement is 54mm and most of
the displacement is due to the ribs rather than the
sternum. The stress of nearly 20MPa in the sternal
body is highest at the 4th rib where the load is cen-
tered and not of sufficient magnitude to fracture the
sternal body since the ultimate tensile strength of



cortical bone is about 120MPa in tension. The ster-
num does not experience a large stress due to the load
being distributed over the majority of the length. If
the sternum was loaded over a small distance, such as
a point load, the stresses in the sternum would be
much higher and might result in fracture.

For the dynamic situation, the loads in the ribs
were also greater than in the sternum, and thus
these governed the failure loads. A force of
4050� 320N was sufficient to cause the fracture of
six ribs from #3–#5. The stress distribution and dis-
placement are shown in Figure 3, and are both plotted
with respect to position on the sternum, considering
the manubrium as the origin. The maximum displace-
ment is 51mm. The energy is estimated by integrating
the load by the displacement, and is 202� 30 J. The
energy to fracture decreases as the load increases
because of the viscoelastic nature of the tissue.
Therefore, while the strength increases, the displace-
ment to failure decreases. The stress in the sternal

body is very low (5MPa), since most of the deform-
ation, under a distributed load, is carried by the ribs.

A test case was run to compare the model perform-
ance with cadaver force-deflection data in the car-
crash safety testing literature.25 Here, the modeled
area of impact was centered at rib 4, which was
90mm from the manubrium and applied to an area
of 20mm. While the present model does not account
for the strong viscoelastic effects that are associated
with the tissue, the overall performance of the model
is reasonably consistent, as seen in Figure 4. Even
though the model under-predicts the failure load
and stiffness somewhat, the model does provide a con-
servative estimate of the behavior, which is favorable
for first-order approximations.

We also compared the stiffness data for dynamic
response with a more recent cadaveric study involving
dynamic, non-impact loading of the thoracic region.31

In this case we chose to model the hub, since it is an
accepted corridor and the loading is quite similar to
our model (Figure 5). Our model over-predicts the
lower end of the chest displacement for post-mortem
human subjects since we are treating the material as
linear elastic, albeit rate sensitive. Despite this, the
upper prediction for failure is well within the
corridors.

There are several limitations to our model. First,
the loading does not allow a broad range of loading
conditions which a 3D model would.32 The model
does not allow for impulsive or inertial affects to be
modeled, and it does not capture higher-order effects
such as soft tissues and muscular structures. For
example, the ribs are cartilaginous at their margins,
not bone, and they have irregular areas of energy
transfer located at their sternal and vertebral
junctions.

Figure 4. Dynamic loading predictions for the thoracic model

subject to impact loading compared with a 23.5 kg projectile

impact to the sternum at 6.5 m/s.

Figure 3. Dynamic loading predictions for the thoracic

model.

Figure 2. Static loading predictions for the thoracic model

under average loads.



The rib cage is not circular but oval. Using an oval
rather than a circular model would affect the founda-
tion constant (beta) slightly for realistic dimensions of
an oval; however, the beam displacement is relatively
insensitive to the foundation constant.

Data used in our modeling were derived from meas-
urements made in normal adult males. Validation is
lacking for adult females, children and persons
having bone diseases, most notably osteoporosis.

Despite the limitations, the model is a good first-
order approximation. It is much easier to use than a
3D finite element model and the results can be com-
puted using a spreadsheet.33 The model does provide
a reasonable 2D approximation to more sophisticated
models. Finally, the model does capture dynamic rate
effects and shows good agreement with available data.

Historical record review

While the chest compression volunteer data is limited
to 1000N (102 kg), the former practice of judicial
‘‘pressing’’ provides limited but well-documented val-
idation data since real-time records were kept by an
officer of the court as part of the judicial process. The
descriptions of the facial signs and symptoms and of
diaphragmatic breathing are very helpful in the con-
text of our model. See the excellent review article by
McKenzie for more details.24 The original spellings
and units are maintained here for historical flavor.

Edward Burnworth refused to plead, . . . the Press laid

upon him, which he continued for the Space of one

Hour and three Minutes, under the Weight of three

Hundred, three Quarters, and two Pounds; . . . the

High-Sheriff himself was present, and frequently

exhorted him to plead to the Indictment, which at

last he consented to do....

Nathaniel Hawes, 20, highway robbery: . . . When he

had lain about seven Minutes in the Press, under a

Weight of 250 lb. he desired to be carried back, which

the Court granting, . . . the Bruises he received thereby

on the Chest, pained him so exceedingly during the

short remainder of his Life, that he was hardly able to

perform those Devotions which the near approach of

death, made him desirous to offer up for so profligate

a Life.

William Spiggot and Thomas Phillips, alias Cross,

highway robbery: As soon as they entered the Press-

Room Phillips desired, that he might return to the Bar

and plead; but Spiggot continuing obstinate was put

under the Press. He bore 350 Pounds Weight for half

an Hour. In the Midst of his Groans, he sometimes

lay silent, as if Insensible of Pain; then would fetch his

Breath very quick and fast. Two or three Times, he

complained that hey had laid a cruel Weight on his

Face; tho’ nothing was upon his Face, . . . which

might be occasion’d by the Blood being flush’d and

forc’d up into his Face; and pressing as violently

against the Veins and small Tendrills there, as if the

Pressure upon them had been externally on his Face.

When he had continu’d about half an Hour . . . and 50

pounds more of Weight had been laid on his Breast,

he told the Justice of Peace . . . That he would Plead.

Accordingly, the Weights were at once taken off, ..On

Monday, February 9, before the Execution, he

receiv’d the Sacrament; and said . . .. that he could

raise his breath only in the lower Part of the Stomach.

John Weekes of Horsham was charged with robbery

and murder of a woman . . . They laid on him 100

weight, then added 100 more, and he still continued

obstinate; they then added 100 more, which made 300

lb. weight, yet he would not speak; 50 lb. more was

added, when he was nearly dead, having all the ago-

nies of death upon him; then the executioner, who

weighed about 16 or 17 stone, laid down upon the

board which was over him, and, adding to the

weight, killed him in an instant.

Note: Assuming a body mass of 16.5 stone (163.3N/
stone), and that 80% of the executioner’s mass was
applied to the board, the added mass was 84 kg
(824N) for a total of 243 kg (2384N).

The only recorded female death by pressing was
that of Clitherow.34 She was a Catholic martyr and
was pressed to death in 1583 under ‘‘a quantity of
seven or eight hundred-weight at the least,’’ dying in
‘‘one quarter of an hour’’: a relatively swift execution
(however unenviable) expedited by ‘‘a sharp stone, as
much as a man’s fist.’’

The pressing data shows that chest masses of 182,
171, and 181 kg are survivable with communication
possible. Masses of 284 and 320 kg were fatal.

Discussion

We believe that this is the first model to estimate the
mass or force required for flail chest from traumatic

Figure 5. Comparison of the current model predictions for a

hub loading condition with cadaver data.



chest compression. To put our results into context, we
consider two types of chest compression loading,
dynamic and static.

Dynamic load

Our model predicts that a dynamic load of
4050� 320N is sufficient to cause flail chest. This
force is consistent with fatalities from dynamic load-
ing compression asphyxia from tipped soda machines,
which can deliver 10–20 kN when fully loaded.16–18

Dynamic cadaver compression studies show that rib
fractures begin very early (�10ms) and well before
maximum deformation.35 Hence the duration is not
a critical factor for high-energy impact chest
compressions.

The lethal dynamic force is actually higher than the
lethal static force. That is because the ribcage does
better at absorbing the initial force of a dynamic
load than the eventual static load. Thus, the presence
of injury consistent with causing flail chest due to the
dynamic application of force signifies the application
of more than 3500N.

Static load (< 4 minutes)

Our biomechanical modeling suggests that a static
force of at least 2550� 250N (260� 26 kg) is required
for flail chest. This compares well with the few rec-
orded cases in which 180 kg was survived but 260 kg
was not.

We also note that Hawes’ chronic symptoms of
difficulty with ‘‘devotions’’ (presumably chanting or
praying) suggest that he had some broken ribs after
a static load of 113 kg. Spiggot’s reduction to dia-
phragmatic (‘‘lower part of the stomach’’) breathing
is consistent with having some broken ribs with 204 kg
but not with 180 kg. This suggests that 113–204 kg
was sufficient to break some ribs—depending on the
individual and the application method—but not
enough to cause flail chest. Bilateral rib fractures com-
monly occur during cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR) involving manual chest compressions. CPR-
related chest compressions reportedly deliver a con-
centrated force of about 644N (66 kg) and CPR
results in rib fractures only about 8–31% of the
time, mostly in older patients.36-38 Note that our
model did not consider the effects of osteopenia or
osteoporosis, which are often seen in elderly subjects.

The USA National Football League injury statis-
tics were recently published.39 Counting practices and
games from 2000 to 2010 there were a total of 31,338
injuries that resulted in players leaving a game or
practice. Minor sprains, bruises and other trivial inju-
ries were not included. There were in total two rib
injuries. Since the American version of football
often involves large body-piles, these data suggest
that it is very difficult to generate flail chest from
the weight of other humans.

It is interesting to compare our results with those
obtained during embalmed cadaver studies done for
automobile safety testing.35 A somewhat distributed
force was used to simulate compression from a steer-
ing-wheel center-section by applying a 15 cm diameter
load. Fractures were minimal up to 3.3 kN (338 kg).
This value is 29% higher than ours, and it is not clear
if the difference is due to the use of embalmed cada-
vers, the rate of loading, or the force distribution.
Volunteers tolerated chest compressions involving
20% displacement with no injury, and the cadavers
showed rib fractures beginning above that 20% level
ending in flail chest at 40% compression.35

Long-term static load (5 4 minutes)

Our model says nothing about long-term5 4minute
moderate chest compression crowd crush.40,41 The
fatality mechanism generally does not involve flail
chest, but rather prolonged hypoxia from restricted
breathing.42,43

Limitations

Although a threshold injury limit conceptually exists,
due to the natural variability of mechanical tissue
properties and the huge range of body anthropom-
etry, it is unlikely that a single value of load charac-
terizes flail chest from traumatic compression.
Furthermore, historical accounts of weights and
measures can be questioned, and care should be
used before accepting the historical numbers at face
value. We did not model the female ribcage and would
expect different results for females.44 Similarly, differ-
ent results are expected from diseased ribs, notably
those that are osteoporotic.

Our model assumed a supine subject. Since the
modeled fractures (and most of those from existing
case series) occurred in the ribs—and not the ster-
num—we do not feel that a prone position would
change the results significantly. If anything, the cost-
overtebral junction hinging should tend to allow
greater weights on the back before fractures. Our
results do not speak to eccentric loads including
those seen with a subject on their side. Further limi-
tations of the model are discussed at the end of the
Modeling Methods section.

Our criterion of rib and sternum failure is stress. In
many finite element models applied the strain is used
as the criterion of failure.45 We did not give-age-
dependent results; rib strength decreases by about
22% from age 20 to age 50.46

Conclusions

A biomechanical ribcage model predicts that an adult
male requires at least 2550� 250 N (260� 26 kg) of
static chest mass to cause flail chest. This is consistent
with the records of judicial pressing. The model



predicts that an adult male requires 4050� 320 N of
dynamic force to cause flail chest.
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